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Abstract— Data Mining is the use of algorithms to extract the information and 

patterns derived by the knowledge discovery in database process. Classification maps 

data into predefined groups or classes. It is often referred to as supervised learning 

because the classes are determined before examining the data. In many data mining 

applications that address classification problems, feature and model selection are 

considered as key tasks. That is, appropriate input features of the classifier must be 

selected from a given set of possible features and structure parameters of the classifier 

must be adapted with respect to these features and a given data set. This paper 

describes feature selection and model selection simultaneously for Genetic Algorithm 

(GA). In order to reduce the optimization effort, various techniques are integrated that 

accelerate and improve the classifier significantly: hybrid GA, comparative cross 

validation. The feasibility and the benefits of the proposed approach are demonstrated 

by means of data mining problem: Direct Marketing in Customer Relationship 

Management. It is shown that, compared to earlier GA technique, the run time is 

reduced by up to 0.36s for the proposed Genetic Algorithm (GA). Similarly, the error 

rate is relatively low by up to 0.0537 % in direct marketing dataset. The algorithm is 

independent of specific applications so that many ideas and solutions can be 

transferred to other classifier paradigms. 

 

Keywords— Data Mining, Classification, Genetic Algorithm (GA), Run Time, Error 

Rate, Direct Marketing.                  
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1. Introduction 
 

Direct marketing (C. L. Bauer, 1988) has become an important application field for 

data mining. In direct marketing, companies or organizations try to establish and 

maintain a direct relationship with their customers in order to target them individually 

for specific product offers or for fund raising. Large databases of customer and market 

data (Hyoung-joo Lee, Sungzoon Cho, 2007) are maintained for this purpose. The 

customers or clients to be targeted in a specific campaign are selected from the 

database, given different types of information such as demographic information and 

information on the customer’s personal characteristics like profession, age and 

purchase history. 

 

Data Mining (Margaret H.Dunham, 2003) has become a very useful technique to 

reduce information overload and improve decision making by extracting and refining 

useful knowledge through a process of searching for relationships and patterns from 

the extensive data collected by organization. Data mining technologies, such as rule 

induction, neural networks (Haykin, S, 1999), genetic algorithms, fuzzy logic, and 

rough sets are used for classification and pattern recognition in many industries. The 

primary objective of this paper is to show that the ensemble of multilayer perceptron 

is superior to individual approach for direct marketing in terms of classification rate.  

 

Classification is a very common data mining task. In classification, the features of a 

newly presented object are need to be examined and it is assigned to one of the 

predefined set of classes. Supervised learning methods are applied to solve 

classification problems. k-Nearest Neighbor, Multilayer perceptron, radial basis 

function and case based reasoning (CBR) are representative supervised learning 

methods that can be applied to classification problems. In the process of handling 

classification tasks, an important issue usually encountered is determining the best 

performing method for a specific problem. Several studies address the issue. 

However, the common understanding of data mining practitioners and researchers is 

that there does not exist a universal best-performing method. That is, different kinds 

of methods have their own advantages and disadvantages. So, a method can perform 

best for one specific problem, but given another problem, another method can work 

better. This situation is called selective superiority (Michie et al., 1994). Also, that 
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fact implies that all of the supervised learning methods have their intrinsic limitations 

to improve Classification rate. 

 

Hybrid models have been suggested to overcome the defects of using a single 

supervised learning method, such as k-Nearest Neighbor, Multilayer Perceptron and 

radial basis function techniques (M.Govindarajan et al., 2010). Hybrid models 

combine different methods to improve classification rate (Nikunj C. Oza, Kagan 

Tumer, 2008).  This paper proposes new comparative cross validation technique for 

the estimation of error rate and run time of base classifier and hybrid classification 

method to improve the Classification rate.  

 

2. State of art 
 
In this section, the state of the art concerning comparative cross validation of genetic 

algorithm and hybrid GA is investigated. The results of this survey will motivate a 

new approach.  

 
2.1 Related Work 
 
Hybrid models and combined models, terms often used synonymously, have been 

developed to improve prediction accuracy by using several supervised learning 

methods together. Some studies on hybrid or combined models utilize different 

supervised learning methods sequentially. For example, Coenen, Swinnen, Vanhoof, 

andWets (2000) propose a hybrid model to improve the response rate of direct 

mailing. Also, Hsu, Lai, Chui, and Hsu (2003) have studied the learning capability 

improvement of students using a hybrid model that was a mixture of the optimal tree 

model disclosed by association analysis with categorical variables and the tree model 

directly applied to continuous variables.  

 

The above hybrid models use different models with a phased approach. That is, one 

method is used first in some data mining phase, and the other method is used in a next 

phase. Another hybrid approach is embedded. That is, a method or technique is 

embedded into part of a main method and carries out a subtask to improve the 

performance of the main method. For example, Chen (2003) suggests a hybrid 

framework for textual classification in text mining using fuzzy theory embedded in a 
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SOM (self-organized map). Versace, Bhatt, Hinds, and Shifier (2004) propose a 

model combining artificial neural networks and a genetic algorithm. In that study, 

neural networks are chromosomes in the genetic algorithm cycle, so they are 

generated, selected, and reproduced to improve prediction performance on the closing 

price of a security. Some hybrid models also use different methods in parallel to 

produce final predicted values by mixing the results of two or more methods. Lin and 

McClean (2001) have carried out a study on predicting the probability of enterprise 

failure by combining general multivariable statistics analysis with an artificial 

intelligence technique. Conversano, Roberta, and Francesco (2002) suggest a mixture 

model to improve performance by combining the parameters deduced from multiple 

statistical methods (regression analysis, discriminant analysis, non-parametric 

statistical method, C&RT, and so on).  

 

In addition to hybrid methods that have tried to combine two completely different 

methods, hybrid models that use one method in multiple ways have also been studied. 

Hansen and Salaman (1990) show that the generalization ability of a neural network 

system can be significantly improved through ensembling a number of neural 

networks. Indurkhya and Weiss (1998) show the improvement of predicted gain 

values of the final nodes in decision trees by multiple re-sampling of decision tree 

induction methods and combination of them using the voting method. Kuncheva, 

Bezdek, and Shutton (1998) present cases in which prediction accuracy was improved 

using hybrid models. With combinations of RFM, neural networks, and logistic 

regression models. Zhang and Zhang (2004, Chapter 8) explain that a single data 

mining technique has not been proved appropriate for every domain and data set. 

Instead, several techniques may need to be integrated into hybrid systems that can be 

used cooperatively during a particular data mining operation. 

  
2.2 Dataset Used 

The data includes State, zip code, age, date of birth, income, gender, and wealth 

information. This is the data set (Blake, C., & Merz, C, 1998) used for the Second 

International Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining Tools Competition, which was 

held in conjunction with KDD-98 the Fourth International Conference on Knowledge 

Discovery and Data Mining.  
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The next section describes a new comparative cross validation technique. Section 4 

describes hybrid model for direct marketing and Section 5 describes an extensive 

empirical analysis of classification methods. Section 6 focuses on the experimental 

results on Existing Genetic Algorithm (EGA) and Proposed Genetic Algorithm 

(PGA). Finally, results are summarized and brief description of proposed work is 

given in section 7. 

 

3. Comparative cross validation 
 
Holdout, random subsampling, cross-validation and bootstrap are common techniques 

for accessing accuracy based on randomly sampled partitions of the given data. The 

use of such techniques to estimate accuracy increase the overall computation time, yet 

is useful for model selection. Apart from these techniques in our case, we have 

proposed a technique, “comparative cross validation” which involves accuracy 

estimation by either stratified k-fold cross-validation or equivalent repeated random 

subsampling.  As per cross validation, initial dataset (S) is divided into parts - training 

[Str] and test [Stst]. Subsequently, k-fold cross validation should divide data [Str] into 

a secondary training set [(k-1) folds] and a validation set [1 fold]. After training with 

cross validation, the overall prediction accuracy for Str was always significantly 

higher than that of Stst.  

 

By increasing the size of the Str dataset so that it is more representative of the dataset 

as a whole (S). That is increasing the number of training vectors seem to be getting 

much more similar training / test accuracy results.  

 

The goal is to calculate the expectation of the classification accuracy, as given by 

either Stratified k-fold cross-validation or repeated random subsampling (Jiawei Han, 

Micheline Kamber 2003). The classification accuracy obtained using Stratified k-fold 

cross-validation or repeated random subsampling where |S|T| = N/KS 

 

N - Size of S (|S|) 

c(x)  - The class label associated with x 

C - Number of class labels in S 

Ni - Number of elements in class i. 
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Ni = |fx : c(x) = i}| 

k - Number of folds in k-fold cross validation (CV). 

Let D = (d1, d2…dks) be a partition of S for Stratified k-fold cross-validation 

 

Two accepted techniques for estimating the generalization accuracy are repeated 

random subsampling and stratified k-fold cross-validation. The former is repeated 

random subsampling, the validation of holdout method in which the holdout method 

is repeated K times. In this hold out method, S is randomly partitioned in to two 

independent sets, a training set and test set. Typically two third of data are allocated to 

training set and the remaining one third is allocated to test set. The training set is used 

to derive the model, whose accuracy is estimated with test set.  In latter Stratified           

k-fold cross-validation, the folds are stratified so that the class distribution of the 

tuples in each fold is approximately the same as that in the initial data. 

 
Repeated random subsampling (T) be the classification accuracy computed by 

repeated random subsampling with training set T and stratified k-fold cross-validation 

(D) be the classification accuracy computed by stratified k-fold cross-validation with 

partition D. 

Then by definition,    

)(1)( idSamplingrandomsubs 

K

1i

epeatedRsKDCV
s




  

The expectation is, by substitution and linearity: 
 

)](1][ idSamplingrandomsubs

K

1i
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K
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By Proposition 6.1 in Ross, 1988 (p.285).  

Now:   
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Because E [Repeated random subsampling (S/d)] is independent of i and E[CV] = E 

[Repeated random subsampling (T)] by a simple correspondence of a test set d and the 

training set T = S/d. 

4. Hybrid model for direct marketing 

Voting is a simple and popular hybrid model for combining the results of several 

methods (Ali & Pazzani, 1996). In the case of classification, for a tiebreak, the 

prediction probabilities of each method are calculated and considered to make final 

predictions. Bagging (bootstrap aggregation) and Boosting are commonly used 

techniques for combined models. Bagging generates multiple training data sets by 

bootstrapping (resampling randomly with replacement), and combines the results of 

modeling with each separated set (Brieman, 1996). Brieman (1996) reports that 

prediction accuracy can be improved from 57% to 94% by applying Bagging to the 

C&RT algorithm. In summary, Bagging is one of the methods for improving 

prediction performance by deducing not a single logic but multiple logics from a data 

set, combining them, and supplementing the misclassified portion. Bagging utilizes 

data set separation through arbitrary extraction and merges using a simple voting 

method. As mentioned earlier, the difference between hybrid models and combined 

models is generally that hybrid models use different learning methods in a mixed 

manner, whereas combined models generate multiple models using one learning 

method with repeatedly sampled data sets and combining the generated models. Even 

though the approach of the two methods is a little different, the basic assumption of 

the two methods is that supervised learning algorithms have selective superiority, and 

their objectives are the same: to improve the accuracy of final data mining results. 

That is, a final data mining model that has higher accuracy can be generated by 

disclosing diverse logics (rules) using a single method (philosophy of combined 

model) or by combining completely different models (philosophy of hybrid model). 

4.1 Definition and Notations  
 
Bagging and boosting (David Opitz, Richard Maclin, 1999) are examples of ensemble 

methods, or methods that use a combination of models. Each combines a series of k 

learned models (classifiers or predictors), M1, M2,…,MK, with the aim of creating an 

improved composite model, M*. Both bagging and boosting can be used for 

classification as well as prediction.   
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4.2 Basic idea 
 
Bagging (Jiawei Han and Micheline Kamber, 2003) is a “bootstrap” ensemble method 

that creates individuals for its ensemble by training each classifier on a random 

redistribution of the training set. Each classifier’s training set is generated by 

randomly drawing, with replacement, t, N examples – where N is the size of the 

original training set; many of the original examples may be repeated in the resulting 

training set while others may be left out. Each individual classifier in the ensemble is 

generated with a different random sampling of the training set.  

4.3 Procedures of hybrid modeling using bagging classifiers     
 
Given a set, D, of d tuples, bagging works as follows. For iteration I (i= 1,2,…k), a 

training set , Di, of tuples is sampled with replacement from the original set of tuples, 

D. Note that the term bagging stands for bootstrap aggregation. Each training set is a 

bootstrap sample. Because sampling with replacement is used, some of the original 

tuples of D may not be included in Di, whereas others                                                                                                         

occur more than once. A classifier model, Mi, is learned for each training set, Di. To 

classify an unknown tuple, X, each classifier, M*, counts the votes and assigns the 

class with the most votes to X. Bagging can be applied to the prediction of continuous 

values by taking the average value of each prediction for a given test tuple. 

 

The bagged classifier often has significantly greater accuracy than a single classifier 

derived from D, the original training data. It will not be considerably worse and is 

more robust to the effects of noisy data. The increased accuracy occurs because the 

composite model reduces the variance of the individual classifiers. For prediction, it 

was theoretically proven that a bagged predictor will always have improved accuracy 

over a single predictor derived from D. Therefore, hybrid model involving bagging 

with genetic algorithm is proposed in this paper.   
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Figure 1: Basic operation of Proposed GA approach 
 
 
Algorithm: Bagging.  
 
The bagging algorithm creates an ensemble of models (classifiers or predictors) for a 

learning scheme where each model gives an equally weighted prediction. 
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{}S  

For i = 1,2,….,N 

     R= random_integer(1,N)  

    Add T[r] to S. 

Return S.   

 
In boosting, weights are assigned to each training tuple. A series of k classifiers is 

iteratively learned. After a classifier Mi is learned, the weights are updated to allow 

the subsequent classifier, Mi+1, to “pay more attention” to the training tuples that 

were misclassified by Mi. The final boosted classifier, M*, combines the votes of 

each individual classifier, where the weight of each classifier’s vote is a function of its 

accuracy. The boosting algorithm can be extended for the prediction of continuous 

values.    

 

Original dataset 

Resampled dataset using bagging classifiers 

Classification using GA as base classifier 

Comparative Cross Validation for runtime estimation 

Performance Comparison of existing and proposed GA 
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Several researchers have investigated the combination of different classifiers to from 

an ensemble classifier. An important advantage for combining redundant and 

complementary classifiers is to increase robustness, accuracy, and better overall 

generalization.  

 

5. Classification methods 
 
5.1 Existing Genetic Algorithm (EGA) 
 
In this section we present a brief introduction about genetic algorithm. The genetic 

algorithm is a model of machine learning which derives its behaviour from a 

metaphor of some of the mechanisms of evolution in nature. This done by the creation 

within a machine of a population of individuals represented by chromosomes, in 

essence a set of character strings.  

 

The individuals represent candidate solutions to the optimization problem being 

solved. In genetic algorithms (M.Mitchell, 1996), the individuals are typically 

represented by -bit binary vectors. The resulting search space corresponds to an –

dimensional boolean space. It is assumed that the quality of each candidate solution 

can be evaluated using a fitness function. Genetic algorithms (K.F.Man, K.S.Tang, 

and S.Kwong, 1999) use some form of fitness-dependent probabilistic selection of 

individuals from the current population to produce individuals for the next generation. 

The selected individuals are submitted to the action of genetic operators to obtain new 

individuals that constitute the next generation. Mutation and crossover are two of the 

most commonly used operators that are used with genetic algorithms that represent 

individuals as binary strings. Mutation operates on a single string and generally 

changes a bit at random while crossover operates on two parent strings to produce two 

offsprings. Other genetic representations require the use of appropriate genetic 

operators.  

 

The process of fitness-dependent selection and application of genetic operators to 

generate successive generations of individuals is repeated many times until a 

satisfactory solution is found. In practice, the performance of genetic algorithm 

depends on a number of factors including: the choice of genetic representation and 

operators, the fitness function, the details of the fitness-dependent selection 
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procedure, and the various user-determined parameters such as population size, 

probability of application of different genetic operators, etc. The basic operation of 

the genetic algorithm is outlined as follows: 

 

Procedure: 

begin 

t <- 0 

initialize P(t) 

while (not termination condition) 

t <- t + 1 

select P(t) from p(t - 1) 

crossover P(t) 

mutate P(t) 

evaluate P(t) 

   end 

end 

 

Since genetic algorithms (J.Yang and V.Honavar, 1998) were designed to efficiently 

search large spaces, they have been used for a number of different application areas 

such as camera calibration (Q.Ji and Y.Zhang, 2001), signature verification, medical 

diagnosis, facial modeling and handwritten recognition. 

 
5.1.1 Representation and Operators 
 
In this subsection we present the choice of a representation for encoding candidate 

solutions to be manipulated by the genetic algorithm (Hsu and et al, 2003). 

 

Each individual in the population represents a candidate solution to the feature subset 

selection problem. Let m be the total number of features available to choose from to 

represent the patterns to be classifier. The individual (chromosome) is represented by 

a binary vector of dimension m. If a bit is a 1, it means that the corresponding feature 

is selected, otherwise the feature is not selected. This is the simplest and most 

straightforward representation scheme. As mentioned before, other genetic 

representations require the use of appropriate genetic operators. 
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Since we are representing a chromosome through a binary string, the operators 

mutation and crossover operates in the following way: Mutation operates on a single 

string and generally changes a bit at random. Thus, a string 11010 may, as a 

consequence of random mutation get changed to 11110. Crossover on two parent 

strings to produce two offsprings. With a randomly chosen crossover position 4, the 

two strings 01101 and 11000 yield the offspring 01100 and 11001 as a result of 

crossover. 

5.1.2 Parameter Settings      

Our experiments used the following parameter settings: 

 
Population size: 100 
 
Number of generation: 20 
 
Probability of crossover: 0.9 
 
Probability of mutation: 0.07 
 
The parameter settings (A.E.Eiben and et al, 1999) were based on results of several 
preliminary runs.  

5.1.3 Feature Ensemble Selection  

The main idea of ensemble methodology is to combine a set of models, each of which 

solves the same original task, in order to obtain a better composite global model, with 

more accurate and reliable estimates or decisions that can be made from using a single 

model. Some of the drawbacks of the filters (Rokach L., Chizi B., Maimon O, 2007) 

and wrappers can be solved by using ensemble.  

5.1.4 Objective Function and Fitness Evaluation 

The fitness evaluation is a mechanism used to determine the confidence level of the 

optimized solutions to the problem. Usually, there is a fitness value associated with 

each chromosome, e.g., in a minimization problem, a lower fitness  value means that 

the chromosome or solution is more optimized to the problem while a higher value of 

fitness indicates a less optimized chromosome. Our problem consists of optimizing 

two objectives: Minimization of the error rate and there by maximizing the 

classification rate of the classifier. 
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5.2 Proposed Genetic Algorithm (PGA) 

   

Evolutionary optimization of GA architecture is in no way a new idea, but existing 

approaches typically suffer from the problems of a high run time. This paper describes 

an evolutionary algorithm (EA) that performs feature selection and model selection 

simultaneously for Genetic Algorithm (GA). In order to reduce the optimization 

effort, various techniques are integrated that accelerate and improve the EA 

significantly: hybrid training of GA, Comparative Cross validation. Comparative 

Cross-validation involves estimation of classification rate by either stratified k-fold 

cross-validation (Kohavi R, 1995) or equivalent repeated random subsampling. The 

error rate and run time of the base classifier are estimated using comparative cross 

validation. Bagging is performed with Genetic Algorithm (GA) to obtain a very good 

generalization performance. The main objective of the hybrid GA and comparative 

cross validation of individuals is a substantial reduction in error rate and runtime. Due 

to a significantly reduced rum time and a goal-oriented search more and fitter 

solutions can be evaluated within shorter time. Therefore, it can be expected that 

better solutions with higher classification rates can be obtained. It is shown that 

proposed ensemble of Genetic algorithm is superior to individual approach for direct 

marketing in terms of classification rate. 

 

6. Results and Discussion 
 

This section demonstrates the properties and advantages of proposed approach by 

means of direct marketing data set. The direct marketing data set contains 417 

instances and 14 attributes. It also presents the performance of Genetic Algorithm 

(GA) in terms of run time and error rate. Here, the base classifier of Genetic 

Algorithm (GA) is constructed. Comparative cross validation technique is applied to 

the base classifiers and evaluated run time and error rate. Bagging is performed with 

Genetic Algorithm (GA) to obtain a very good generalization performance. We show 

that proposed ensemble of Genetic Algorithm (GA) are superior to individual 

approach for direct marketing in terms of classification rate. 
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Table 1: Run Time and Error Rate for Genetic Algorithm  
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Figure 2: Run Time for Existing and Proposed Genetic Algorithm  
 

Dataset Existing    Genetic 
Algorithm 

Proposed    
Genetic Algorithm 

Run 
Time 
(Seconds) 

Error 
Rate 
(%) 

Run 
Time 
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Error 
Rate 
(%) 

Direct 
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21.47 0.1192 21.11 0.0655 
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Figure 3: Error Rate for Existing and Proposed Genetic Algorithm  
 

Table 1 shows the run time and error rate for direct marketing dataset with existing 

Genetic Algorithm (GA) and proposed Genetic Algorithm (GA). According to table 1, 

the proposed Genetic Algorithm (GA) shows better improvement of run time than the 

existing Genetic Algorithm (GA). The run time is reduced by up to 0.36s for the 

proposed Genetic Algorithm (GA). Similarly, the proposed hybrid model shows small 

reduction in error rate than the base classifiers. The error rate is relatively low by up 

to 0.0537 % in direct marketing dataset. This means that the hybrid model is more 

accurate than the individual classifier.  

 

In this case, the chi-squared statistic χ2 is determined and the critical value is found to 

be 0.5882 which lies between 0.455 – 2.706. The corresponding probability lies 

between 0.5 < p < 0.1. This is smaller than the conventionally accepted significance 

level of 0.05 or 5 %. Thus examining a chi-squared significance table, it is found that 

this value is significant with a degree of freedom of 1. Thus the results of chi-squared 

statistic analysis shows that the proposed Genetic Algorithm (GA) is significant at 

p<0.05 than the existing Genetic Algorithm (GA).   
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The experimental results shows that proposed Genetic Algorithm (GA) is found to be 

effective compared with existing Genetic Algorithm (GA) in the direct marketing 

dataset in terms of both run time and classification rate.  An analysis of development 

of classification rate shows that the shorter runtimes are possible. The classification 

error for direct marketing is low which indicates the good generalization ability. 

Finally the improvements to classification rate and run time of the new approach are 

outlined by means of a comparison to own, earlier approach. Thus rum time 

reductions as well as improvements to the classification rate are achieved by 

combination of various techniques (hybrid training, comparative cross validation).  

 

7. Conclusion 

In this research, new technique has been investigated for direct marketing dataset and 

evaluated their performance on the direct marketing dataset. The run time and error 

rate are estimated using comparative cross validation method for base classifiers. The 

proposed ensemble of Genetic Algorithm (GA) combines the complementary features 

of the base classifiers. Finally, hybrid architecture involving ensemble and base 

classifier is proposed for direct marketing dataset. From the empirical results, it is 

shown that, compared to earlier GA technique, the run time is reduced by up to 0.36s 

for the proposed Genetic Algorithm (GA). Similarly, the error rate is relatively low by 

up to 0.0537 % in direct marketing dataset. The run time with proposed technique is 

found to be significantly reduced compared with that of the existing technique where 

as the difference in error rate figures tend to be very small; however may be 

statistically significant at p<0.05. This means that the hybrid method is more accurate 

than the individual methods. Thus, a suitable compromise between fast search (low 

run time) and exhaustive search (low classification error) may be effected. The 

algorithm is independent of specific applications so that many ideas and solutions can 

be transferred to other classifier paradigms. The future research will be directed 

towards developing more accurate base classifiers particularly for the direct marketing 

model. 
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